SANITECH SERIES 9000 UTENSIL WASHER/DECONTAMINATOR.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Specifications
Height
Width
Depth (closed)
Depth (open)

1540 mm
600 mm
610 mm
1200 mm

Service requirements
Hot Water
20mm BSP, 50kPa min WM stop tap.
Required temperature of hot water supply 60C.
Electrical
240V, 50Hz 10 Amp.
Drain hose outlet
Minimum 38mm standing waste.

INSTALLATION
Before placing the machine in position, prepare the electrical, water and drainage connections. Final
connections can then be made when the machine is pushed into position. Hot water washing machine
stop tap should be situated above or next to the machine either to the left or right in an accessible
position. The machine is supplied with the water inlet pipes already fitted. They are cross-linked
polythene pipes (PEX), fitted with a ¾” BSP internal threaded connector. The pipe can be bent as
required: take care, however, not to kink it.

DRAINAGE CONNECTION
The machine is supplied with the outlet hose connected.
Run the outlet hose into top of standing waste.
Drain outlet hose to be 400mm above bottom of door.
Top of standing waste to be minimum of 1000mm from floor.

LEVELING
Adjust leveling feet of the machine to allow unit to sit square.

Push the Machine into Position
When all connections for power supply, water and drainage are ready, push the machine into
position, taking up the slack in the outlet hose and supply pipes at the same time. This prevents kinks
from being formed in the hose or pipes. Re adjust leveling feet.

SANITECH SERIES 9000 UTENSIL WASHER/DISINFECTOR

Hot water washing machine stop tap should be situated above or next to the machine either to the left
or right in an accessible position.
Run the outlet hose into top of 38mm or 50mm standing waste.

STARTING MACHINE FOR THE FIRST TIME
Once the machine has been connected to the power outlet, water connection and turned on:
‘Utensils’ will appear on the Control Panel.
The Control panel will then read ‘D’ and ‘Utensils’.
‘D’ is displayed on the Control Panel indicating that the detergent has not yet been connected.
Connection of detergent is done by referring to page 7 of the Use and Care Guide.
Once the detergent has been connected and primed into the machine the Control Panel will read
‘Utensils’. The machine is ready for normal use.
Please call if you require further consultation.
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